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Car City Traffic Racer Operation is a real race simulation scenarios and development of a quality border parkour autonomous superior race mobile game. This is a very passionate racing game, where you can drift into the city, broken traffic. High speed pursuit of Cops that this is your best choice if you like fast and furious drift racing
games. - HD 3D images - Superb sense of speed - Realistic simulation engine - Create your favorites - Police hunting - A variety of vehicles to choose one of youFor more info Google PlaySupported Android {2.3 and UP} Supported Android Version:- Ginger (2.3-2.3.7)- Honeycomb (3.0-3.2.6)- Ice cream Sandwich (4.0-4.0.4)- Jelly
Bean(4.1–4.3.1)- KitKat (4.4-4.4.4)- Lollipop (5.0-5.0.2) or UPFULL APK + Hack MOD Unlimited MoneyDrift-car-city-traffic-racer-v2-5-Full.apkMODDrift-car-city-traffic-racer-v2-5-Mod.apk Developer : Version : Google Play : PlayStore Highway Traffic Rider is a fast motorcycle racing game with high + speed adrenaline driving you've never
experienced before! + 12 different bikes with realistic 3D view of the cockpit. + First motorcycle driving experience person. + Manipulation of the realistic motorcycle. + Get on the road in rush hour traffic in one+way mode. + Runs in reverse traffic in two-way mode. + Run the police in epic mode Chase font. + Race against other players in
the all-new Versus Mode Multiplayer. + head of the race to head with one of the millions of players worldwide in this new multiplayer game head + to + head racing game. Rider Highway Traffic is a fast motorcycle racing game high speed adrenaline action you've ever experienced before! + 12 different bikes with realistic 3D view of the
cockpit. + First person motorcycle driving experience. + Manipulation of realistic motorcycle. + Race in oncoming traffic two-way. + Run to the police in the epic Police Chase mode. + Race against other players in the new Multiplayer Versus mode. + The amazing 3D graphics, even on low + end devices. + 15 different environments to
assemble every time you play Rider Highway Traffic is a fast motorcycle racing game high-speed adrenaline action you've ever experienced before! + Get on the road during the traffic rush in one+way mode. + Race in oncoming traffic two-way. + Run to the police in the epic Police Chase mode. + The amazing 3D graphics, even on low +
end devices. + 15 different environments to mount every time you play + Passing cars increased almost your combo and gives extra score + Driving in the opposite direction in two-way mode gives extra score + Amount of money earned depends score, higher combo and total time wheelie In the game, it is possible to choose to play
police by driving polite car to stop criminals in the city, using driving skills and heavy weapons do justice to the escapees, to become urban guard! You can also join a criminal group to drive the race car to perform the crucial duel with the police car in town! + 6 types of game modes, which allows you to challenge all the time towards the
goal! + 12 types of cars and 6 types of heavy weapons, waiting for you to unlock, drive and update! + More tasks with profits and daily rewards, helping you realize the update of cars and weapons! + Tune + skilled parts include engine, body, chassis and components + Many different vehicles with 6 unique heavy weapons + Race the way
you want! You can either be police or street cyclistsFor more info Google PlaySupported Android {2.1 and UP} Supported Android Version:- Eclair (2.1, 2.2)- Froyo (2.2-2.2.3)- Gingerbread (2.3-2.3.7)- Honeycomb (3.0– 3.2.6)- Ice cream Sandwich (4.0-4.0.4)- Jelly Bean(4.1–4.3.1)- KitKat (4 Lollipop (5.0-5.0.2) or UPFULL APK + Hack
MOD Unlimited Moneypolice-car-chase-v1-10-1-full.apkMODpolice-car-chase-v1-0-1-mod.apk Developer : Version : Google Play : PlayStore Traffic Racer is a milestone in the genre of arcade racing endless. Drive your car through traffic, make money, upgrade your car and buy new ones. Try to be one of the fastest drivers in the world
rankings. + Stunning 3D graphics + The handling of smooth and realistic car + 33 different cars to choose from + 5 detailed environments: suburbs, desert, snow, rain and night in the city Traffic Racer is a milestone in the genre of endless arcade racing. Drive your car through highway traffic, make money, upgrade your car and buy new.
Try to be one of the fastest riders in the world rankings. + Beautiful 3D graphics + Handling of smooth and realistic car + 35 + different cars to choose from + 5 detailed environments: suburb, desert, snow, rain and night by + 5 game modes: Endless, Two + way, Time Trial, and Police Chase Free Ride + Types NPC rich traffic, including
trucks, buses and vehicles. + Basic customization through paint and wheels Traffic Racer is an important step in that kind of endless arcade racing. Drive your car through road traffic, make money, improve your car and buy new ones. Try to be one of the fastest drivers in the world rankings. Endless race is now redefined! + Beautiful 3D
graphics + Smooth and realistic car handling + 35 + different cars to choose + 5 detailed environments: suburb, desert, snow, rain and night city + 5 game modes: endless, two + road, Time Trial, Police Chase and Free Ride + Rich types of NPC traffic, including trucks, buses and vehicles. + The faster you drive the more scores you get +
When driving at 100 km / h, overtaking cars for bonus scores and money Traffic Racer - Here we have to manage our cars on a variety of highways, tracks, day and night. Maneuver between other cars and earn money and points. For won, we can update your car or buy a brand new one. In the toy, about seventeen cars, in many places.
Always try to be the best. Traffic Racer is a milestone in the genre endless arcade racing. Drive your car in traffic, earn money, improve your car and buy new ones. Try to be one of the fastest drivers in the world rankings. Endless races are now redefined! FEATURES * Stunning 3D graphics * Soft and realistic car handling * More than 35
different cars to choose from * 5 detailed environments: suburbs, desert, snow, rain and overnight in the city * 5 game modes: endless, two-way, time trial, police hunting and Free Ride * Rich types of NPC traffic, including trucks, buses and SUVs. * Basic customization through paint and wheels * Online ratings and achievements Traffic
Racer Here we need to manage our cars on a variety of highways, tracks, day and night. Maneuver between other cars and earn money and points. For the amount won, we can update your car or buy a brand new one. In the toy, about seventeen cars, in many places. Always try to be the best. Traffic Racer is a milestone in the genre
endless arcade racing. Drive your car in traffic, earn money, improve your car and buy new ones. Try to be one of the fastest drivers in the world rankings. Endless races are now redefined! FEATURES * Fantastic 3D graphics * Smooth and realistic car handling * Over 35 different cars to choose from * 5 detailed environments: suburbs,
desert, snow, rain and accommodation in the city * 5 game modes: endless, two-way, time trial, police hunting and Free Ride * Rich types of NPC traffic, including trucks, buses and SUVs. * Basic customization through paint and wheels * Online ratings and achievements achievements
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